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Executive summary.

This report collates the main themes and recurring points
submitted during the Kilkenny Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan
Youth Workshop and Public Consultation held at the Medieval
Mile Museum. The main issues and most common
suggestions have been summarised below:

School Travel
The results highlight a need for an integrated
approach to sustainable mobility and school
transport. Many participants highlighted that
the education authority should take note of

comments raised as policy changes at an educational level
could allow for a behavioural change toward more sustainable
modes to school. For example, if secondary school students
carried less books to and from school, cycling could become
a viable option. On the other hand, students and parents noted
that buses do not service schools in the city regularly enough
and so are not an option for some students.

Rural Connections
Both the participants of the public
consultation and the young people
acknowledge that this is a city and environs
plan but believe that the many car journeys

are made by those travelling in from rural areas. For example
one participant mentioned that their sister “drives in from the
countryside to go to a walking group in town”. It was
suggested many times that this plan process takes this rural
community into consideration.

Placemaking/Greening
In terms of the city centre, the youth would like
to see the introduction of more facilities that
would encourage them to stay in the city with
something entertaining to do, such as a

market, skate park, sheltered seating and green areas with
social space. In order to come into the city and enjoy the
offerings the youth and participants of the public consultation
would like to see more pedestrianised spaces, however, it is
important that these are designed with accessibility in mind.

Accessibility (Walking & Wheeling)
Both the youth and public consultation
participants would like to see Kilkenny
become more accessible for those with
disabilities and the elderly. The current

situation is difficult and dangerous. Those with disabilities
require wide, uncluttered paths following universal design
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principles. The comments above highlight that there is little
support for shared pedestrian and cycle paths.

Cycle Network
Many would like to see a complete cycle
network in the city, that does not end abruptly
and is separated from pedestrians.
Participants also want to see an increase in

bike storage units for city centre residents and more safe, bike
parking stations. They would also like to see the provision of
e-bikes rental stations similar to the Bolt bikes. Safety when
cycling is a major concern for the Kilkenny public, many of
whom believe that bollards and painted lines are not enough
to protect them from vehicles. Solutions to this problem
included planters, raised kerbs etc.

Public Transport
There is a major consensus that the bus
routes into the city should be more regular
and accessible. It was suggested that
reducing prices or providing free public

transport would lead to increased usage. Along with this there
should be bus shelters added at bus stops, especially at those
servicing health facilities and community centres. Many
would like to see the introduction of electric buses.

City Centre (Traffic Management)
Summary of suggestions relating to traffic
management; Reduce the speed limit in the
city centre, reduce cars in the city centre, one
way systems with contraflow cycling, park
and ride services outside the city with regular

buses to reduce traffic congestion.

Parking
There were opposing opinions on whether
parking costs are too high or not high enough.
One participant raised the point that revenue
from on street parking and public car parks

can be invested into progressing sustainable mobility in the
city. However, other participants raised their concerns about
the need for some workers to come into the city by car,
especially those working late night shifts in pubs and
restaurants. A potential solution to this was to reduce rates
for city centre workers or to provide multiple park and ride
options just outside of the city with free parking and regular
buses.

Barriers to Active Travel (Severance)
The Ring Road & the Greensbridge area are
currently viewed as a barrier to active travel.
Suggestions include reducing the speed limit,
building a pedestrian & cyclist bridge
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The above main themes and recurring points however, do not
reflect opposing views expressed by some other participants
during the consultation. It is important to note that although
many expressed a desire to prioritise walking & cycling in the
centre, not all attendees present were cyclists and some saw
the need for cars in the city centre. You can read more
specific points below.

The main outputs of this report are the DRAFT SUMP vision
and DRAFT objectives. These were firstly brainstormed during
a key stakeholder focus group the general public provided
your input. The draft vision and objectives will be presented to
the representative key stakeholder group in January 2023 who
will then agree upon and discuss the final vision statement.

Draft Vision

Kilkenny City will adopt an inclusive, low-carbon approach to
providing attractive, safe, sustainable mobility options,

resulting in a connected, accessible, economically vibrant city
that prioritises the safety, health and wellbeing of the

community and visitors while enhancing the natural and built
environment.

Draft Objectives

Core Objectives/Principles
1. Integrate land-use and transport planning to support

the realisation of the 10-minute city, thereby reducing
transport demand and avoiding unsustainable
journeys.

2. Facilitate the transition to a low carbon and climate
resilient city through supporting a shift to sustainable
mobility options and reducing greenhouse gas
emissions, air and noise pollution and energy
consumption from transport, thereby improving the
quality of life of people in Kilkenny City

3. Collaborate with different stakeholders, communities
and across different governance levels to implement
the measures of the Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan.

4. Provide equitable, efficient, integrated, smart and
cost-effective transport solutions that enhance access
to jobs, retail, leisure and education and consider
transport poverty, the gender divide and other social
gradients in transport.
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5. Enrich urban vitality and biodiversity through greening
and placemaking with inspiration from Kilkenny’s
unique arts and culture traditions and medieval
heritage to create a people centred city that promotes
people's health and well-being.

Thematic Objectives

1. Reallocate space away from private motor vehicles
towards walking, cycling, collective transport, public
uses and green spaces and create safe streets for
people.

2. Encourage independent journeys for all by enhancing
the accessibility of streets, spaces, and public
transport and access to public services by providing
safe, functional and connected networks for the
movement of people.

3. Enhance permeability to and within the city centre for
pedestrians, cyclists and collective passenger
transport users.

4. Work with the National Transport Authority to increase
public transport capacity and maximise catchment of
routes within the city. 

5. Facilitate other organisations who are working to
enhance connectivity to surrounding rural areas and
the region

6. Enable a shift to sustainable modes and manage the
allocation of space by the efficient management of
kerbside parking and parking provision and the
development of a parking management strategy that
facilitates residents, business, commuters and visitors
to Kilkenny 

7. Enable a shift to cycling through the provision of a
cycle network that is safe, coherent, direct, attractive
and comfortable.

8. Enable businesses to connect with potential suppliers,
customers and employees and thereby support a
thriving economy.

9. Integrate transport modes including new mobilities,
share schemes and public transport, encourage
last-mile solutions and explore the use of multi-modal
mobility hubs.

10.Communicate solutions and raise awareness through
campaigns, events, way-finding and accessible
information.
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Introduction

Connect the Dots are working on behalf of Kilkenny County
Council to carry out a programme of engaging participatory
events, collaborating with key stakeholders and citizens to
develop the Kilkenny Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan (SUMP).

A Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan is a “strategic plan
designed to satisfy the mobility needs of people and
businesses in cities and their surroundings for a better quality
of life. It builds on existing planning practices and takes due
consideration of integration, participation, and evaluation
principles.”

On the 30th September 2022 we met with the key
stakeholders identified to begin the plan process. Following
this focus group, a public consultation event was held on the
22nd November 2022 at the Medieval Mile Museum, Kilkenny
to engage the wider public and citizens of Kilkenny City.

Similar to the key stakeholder meeting, attendees had the
opportunity to discuss their ideal city and the role of urban
mobility in shaping this future. Challenges and opportunities
were considered before providing suggestions for the SUMP
vision.

Preceding the public consultation walk-in session, a youth
workshop was held 1.5 hours prior with student
representatives from four different schools. The students
were also given the opportunity to discuss their ideal city and
the role of sustainable mobility in shaping the future of
Kilkenny.

This report provides an overview of the discussion on the day
and identifies recurrent themes raised by the public.
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Methodology

Outreach
● Eventbrite
● Email to key stakeholders, business, community

groups, sports organisations etc.
● Social media on KCC twitter and facebook
● Flyers in library
● Large posters in key points of the city centre
● Press release x2
● Radio Interview x2
● Outreach to schools
● Collaboration with LEADER

Youth Workshop
Students were welcomed at the Medieval Mile Museum from
2:15 pm onwards and were given a random number sticker
upon arrival to be led to their correlating table number in order
to create diverse groups with students from various schools.
Approximately 60 students from four schools were in
attendance. A presentation on the plan context was given to
the group by Caitríona Corr from Kilkenny County Council
followed by workshop-style discussion between tables of
students and designated facilitators. Discussion topics

included example cities previously visited, ideal city,
accessibility and sustainable urban transport in Kilkenny.

Public Consultation
The consultation walk-in session displayed visual &
informational exhibition boards around the location for
context and inspirational purposes. Exhibition boards around
the hall showcased the following information:

1. What is a Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan?
2. Current State of Urban Mobility in Kilkenny City.
3. Why Change?
4. Current Transport Infrastructure in Kilkenny City
5. What you’ve told us from previous research
6. Design Ideas
7. Public Realm Enhancement Projects 1
8. Public Realm Enhancement Projects 2
9. Examples of Best Practice
10. Sustainable Urban Mobility Policy Context

Participants could also watch a loop of past presentation
recordings from the key stakeholder focus group as well as a
slideshow of old images of Kilkenny City. Participants had the
opportunity to voice their thoughts on the plan with
designated Connect the Dots facilitators. They were guided
through worksheets on their ideal city, challenges & solutions
for implementing sustainable mobility solutions in Kilkenny
and suggestions for the SUMP vision statement.
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Results

About the participants

Participants filled out a survey when registering for the public consultation session that provided Connect the Dots with insights to
help curate a bespoke event that was accessible and interesting for all. Questions were identical to those asked for the key
stakeholder focus group registration, with each participant asked to rate their understanding of what the KSUMP project entailed on
a scale of 1-10. For the question “how do you travel to Kilkenny City” there were 85 respondents. For the question “how do you
travel around Kilkenny City” there were 114 respondents.

How do Kilkenny citizens travel to and around Kilkenny City?
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Respondents Average Understanding of SUMP
by Age Group

Respondents Average Understanding of SUMP
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Ideal City

Participants were asked to imagine their ideal city and the role
that urban mobility would play in this. They considered who
this ‘ideal city’ would be for and how it would be accessible to
all. Notes were made on post-its and added to the worksheets
and discussed. These comments are summarised below.

Cycling
● Safe road and path system throughout the whole city -

not just special "routes"

● Covered bike stands to lock bikes in centre, train
stations, hospitals, public buildings, churches and
on-street

● Safe cycling lanes with support integrated in how to
teach drivers & school kids.

● Dutch model of cycling infrastructure.
● Bike access - contra flow on all streets

Public Transport
● Park & Ride connection to e-bikes
● Free public transport for all
● Train all the city bus drivers on the proper way to

overtake cyclists
● Advertise the bus more
● Buses that carry bikes for free
● Improve the train & bus timetables ensuring they

coordinate with each other.
● Real time information on buses
● More bus routes going further on the outskirts for work

e.g Cilín Hill/Loughboy/Ind. Est/swimming pool
● Regular buses

Safe
● Speed limit in Kilkenny including Ring Road & retail

parks set to 50 kph max
● An audit on footpaths around environs
● Safe e-scooter laws - max speeds for bike lanes/roads
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● Ensure same safety standards apply to Kilkenny's small
towns and villages

● Monitor and cut down on antisocial behaviour as there
has been for years, getting worse

City Centre Traffic Management
● End of parking on John Street
● Ormonde Street great job but traffic is coming down 1

way system, no proper signage
● Put the same system from Ormonde Street up by the

Castle Wall
● Repurpose the parade for better cycling mobility. Take

30% off the parade space & give it better mobility. And
whilst you do this, re-design the parade from a
featureless boring space to a  more entertaining,
enlivening space with a bit of spirit and soul. As it is
right in the heart of the city, it offers nothing. So use the
new city street designs to overhaul it and give it real life
and make it a space that we can be proud of.

● Lose the parking on John Street - “I turn out of Michael
Street blind to both sides & have to swing out over the
centre line”

● Lower the 30kph speed limit in city centre if sharing
with bikes. Like continental shared spaces where cars
move at walking pace for High St, Bateman Quay.

● No cars, road opened, regular reliable buses, safe
cycling due to space afforded to number of people
doing it

● A number of participants recorded their wish for
removal of cars from the city centre

Walkability
● We can walk safely everywhere within the Ring Road

and across the Ring road
● Encourage walking
● Pedestrians priority over cyclists, cyclists priority over

cars
● Footbridge essential on Ring Road

Accessible
● Extend current parking spots for ebikes & the types of

bikes - suitable for less abled persons
● Ageist plans and no mention at all about local jobs

being supported.
● Alzheimers Housing Council want active retirement hub

at centrally located site
● I have a business, do you expect my customers to cycle

up and park outside at 50, 60 & even 70 years of age -
the reality of this is left out - it's ageist!

● Kerbless surfaces for those with reduced vision or
mobility
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City Centre Living
● A number of participants would like to see more

residents city centre living
● Please think of the people who live in the city and not

only the people who visit for a day or two - The
residents need to be able to drive to their homes

Connections
● Great connections between city and county towns and

villages
● Better public transport connections for rural

community so a less car focused city can work for
them too

Other
● A lot more real street trees
● Stop the gentrification of the city
● There is more to the town centre than bicycles
● Taxis are essential to reduce car ownership! - carry

shopping "outreach journeys" etc."
● More street entertainers, attracts more footfall

(example Shop st, Quoy St in Galway)
● Free public parking for all electric cars

Accessibility in the Ideal City

The city should be accessible for:

● City centre residents
● Kilkenny’s rural population (80% Kilkenny’s population

live outside the city)
● All demographics including the elderly and those with

disabilities (⅛ people in Kilkenny self identify as
disabled (13% pop))

Through:
● Accessible audio and visual maps & timetables with

regular public transport that caters for people of ability
and disabilities getting to and from rural areas.

● Greater access on footpath
● Safe crossing of the Ring Road at the roundabout for

walkers and biked
● Access to and from the rural communities
● Age-friendly & disabled friendly design
● Car access for those who need it
● See NBCI Position Statements here (blind and vision

impaired)
https://www.ncbi.ie/possibilitylab/resources/
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Challenges and Solutions

Participants were encouraged to consider the challenges in
moving toward the ‘Ideal City’. They also identified solutions
to these challenges. The comments captured are summarised
below.

Challenges
Schools

● Schools are terrible pinch points
● School cycling: not physically possible to carry heavy

books and cycle
● Granges Road - Outside two schools, parents' cars

parked on cycle lanes during pick up and blocking
emergency vehicles.

● St John’s National School - causes traffic and chokes
up street in the morning, primary and secondary school
kids

Public Transport
● Need for a more regular public transport system that

takes people to and from rural communities
● Lack of bus shelters e.g. MacDonagh bus stop
● Buses are too big for the streets
● Bus stops in particular coming out of Watershed

community centre there are no safe crossing

● City bus is great but not alot of room

Rural Community
A large rural community that is highly 'personal vehicle'
dependent

Cycling
● Cycling and pedestrian safety
● Lack of toilets/shower facilities
● Many cycle lanes end abruptly
● Weather -  “my daughter is a cyclist, investment has

been put into cycle gear”
● Lack of high vis jackets and lights on bikes & mopeds.
● Lack of bike parking facilities
● Cycle lanes vs pedestrian crossings. Challenge: Cycle

path should not blended into pedestrian crossings -
competing of space, dangerous for all

● Greensbridge -  ineffective, sometimes need to get off
bike to walk because of the motorists

● High Street - planters in the way of cycle lanes, cycle
lanes stop abruptly sometimes

● The cycle lane on St Francis Bridge is very dangerous -
cyclists are separated from cars and trucks by a
painted line on the road and a solid wall between
road/cycle path and pedestrian path.
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City Centre
● Narrow streets and limited space
● At present to attend St Luke’s as a local city dweller one

often must cross roads with no pedestrian provision.
● Too much traffic
● Two main groups around issue of pedestrianisation are

Traders & General Public, this will be a challenge for the
preferred option

● John Street Ideas look good - issues with parking, no
mention of County Council car parks. The council car
park should be open right next to city centre

● With a one-way system cars bring people up High
Street and in doing so see shops and displays that
bring them back to the street to shop

● High Street without people and cars on wintery
mornings would be a desolate place

Parking
● Parking - lack of & expensive
● John Street car park [may be John’s Quay car park],

empty during the day, the fee is putting people off
● Affordability of staff parking is important, many staff

park on private lanes and stay all day for free, thus
blocking parking for residents and shoppers

● If on street parking is removed where do residents
park?

● On street parking charges and fines have remained the
same in the city since the first mobility plan, increasing
this could result in increased revenue for sustainable
transport options.

● Mary Street car park does not work.

Ring Road
● Stop prioritising cars and roads within the Ring Road
● Walkers and cyclists cannot cross the ring road safely

at the moment
● Huge shopping centre of Woodies etc. requires

crossing Ring Road with pedestrian/bike crossing. This
design encourages driving.

● Traffic giants on ring road
● Speed limit on Ring Road is 100 km - Ring Road now

part of the motorway, speed of the cars meaning it is
very difficult to get across, specifically Bohernatounish
Road roundabout, from Loughboy across to Woodies &
Danville park

Accessibility
Challenge for elderly who walk without aids

● How accessible are the new plans?
● How do elderly arthritic people access it?

Accessibility is a big challenge for people with impairments
and wheelchairs in Kilkenny
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Connections
● Lack of connections with other counties & towns
● Spread out urban dwelling area

Behaviour
● Inertia, lack of understanding of need for change
● Anti social behaviour on the back street - “currently

cycle a lot on main street and would cycle more on
smaller streets if it was safer, there’s broken glass etc.
excess of alcohol, weekenders.”

● Personal comfort and public opinion
● Representatives are a lot of middle aged men that are

used to driving, a social problem, Kilkenny is a
conservative place.

● Worry about leadership & councillors, not necessarily
for active travel, council are a certain demographic

● Pedestrians are very bad at walking around Kilkenny,
walking all over the road, not walking safely, gardai up
to their eyes

● People getting away with bad driving

Consultation
Communications around solutions, no communication around
previous one-way

Other
Bishops Meadow: shared with ponies racing and cyclists
which is difficult. Also difficult to get emergency vehicles in
quickly as the gates are closed.

Solutions
Car Parks/Parking

● More car parking around the periphery of the city for
access to the main traffic & shopping area

● Fees & bans:
○ Make city centre on-street parking a lot more

expensive
○ Free half an hour parking in the car park behind

the businesses
○ No on street parking for cars

● Keep a few designated parking spaces for delivery
vehicles, feels alarming driving out on the one way -
horrible junction

● Resident permit [in city centre]
● The workers should be given cheaper parking
● Legislative system need to accommodate for parking
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● One of the pedestrian bridges in the city was built by
parking cost; can we use the revenue for sustainable
mobility?

Park & Ride
● Park & Ride outside city with regular bus going in to the

city [also from smaller towns & cities]
● Park & Ride

○ on/outside Ring Road, free parking, €5 a day
○ at Castlecomer Road with bus to work in the city
○ Cillín Hill & Hospital - Mart at bus terminal  -

already have a single level carpark, put in a
double level, parking for Park & Ride and regular
bus

Bus service
● Regular Minibus services from smaller towns, villages
● Look into crocodile buses & walking buses
● Free bus for <18 year olds and pensioners
● More buses out the county areas, regular daily services

to help workers and schools. This helps take cars for
school runs off road. A proper service for all ages &
mobilities

● Greater scope/area of bus routes
● Bus service needs to have access to older housing

estates which are currently not being serviced

Security/Safety
● More surveillance, CCTV, would encourage active travel
● Would like to see more CCTV around city (John St.) for

antisocial behaviour and bad driving
● Needs better lighting
● 20km speed limit in town centre - Reduce speed limit in

all towns and villages in Kilkenny as well as in the city

Ring Road
● Needs an overhead bridge specifically for pedestrians
● Need raised cycle path on both sides of the ring road
● Make it permeable for non car transport particularly

with housing development outside the Ring Road
● Ring road extension needs completion
● Traffic lights on the Ring Road roundabouts
● Reduce speed on Ring Road
● Safe crossing points for pedestrians and cyclists

Bike infrastructure
● Bike lockers / Safe parking for bikes and scooters
● Like in Dublin, paying for a year for the rental bikes -

good system, should be subsidised by the government
● Electric bikes option
● Bicycles with proper lights & headgear

Cycle Paths & Pedestrian Crossings
● Blended cycle paths and pedestrian crossing
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● Like to see proper cycle lanes in all around the city, they
need to be better thought out and not just stop abruptly

● Raise a ridge to prevent illegal parking on the cycle lane
outside the school (Gaeilscoil & Presentation School)

● Prioritise cycle routes from estates to schools
● Put cycle lane around inside of Castle Park
● Join underused area of James Park - lease a track

through it, a walkway/cycleway - - exiting on Grange's
Road - Students to Loreto and St Canice's school would
have a safe route to school

● Make existing cycleway safer, access to Loughmacask,
need to be cycle friendly

● Add cycling infrastructure to encourage cycling in the
centre - can’t cycle with traffic

● Green lights for cyclists
● Encouraging cycling by giving them right of way
● Think the one way traffic to increase pedestrianisation

was safer, liked the idea
● Cycling and pedestrian need space - not high vis
● Provision of a common space predominantly for

pedestrians, cyclists, & public transport
● More pedestrian crossings/zebra/pelican
● Quietways

○ use lanes and quiet streets for cycling
○ close streets traffic during rush hours for

cyclists

● Let's have instant response pedestrian lights if not
previously triggered within two minutes

● Produce a specific plan for pedestrian safety across
the whole urban area (including Ring Road & retail
paths)

● Provide a barrier on Ossory Bridge for pedestrians
● Drops in footpath need to be alerted

Bollards
● Loreto Convent + Lodge Houses - Loreto Convent

bollards, planting & cement, has to be unbreakable
between to avoid cars going through there

● Remove bollards, use paving patterns to separate
spaces

● Can we have better bollards with a unified design
across the city? it's a small thing but there are four
designs, some brutally ugly

● Engineers please note: not to use bollards
● Less bollards on paths or if they are needed make them

flexible (move with you if you walk into it)

Promotion/Education
● People need to be shown how viable alternatives are to

private cars, more advertisement on the radio to remind
people on 10min city concept in Kilkenny, can be
forgotten
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● Education - going to the schools, if kids use the system,
parents will use the system

● Promote cycling in groups & cycling culture, promotion
of cycling

● A bike day/Car free day
● Carbon Free Fest
● Have the courage and convince the public
● Advertisement by companies
● Need regular promotion
● Electric bikes should be promoted - with it we could

commute to work or shop by bike or foot. Many
businesses and houses just outside the ring road

● Need elderly cycling around, need to speak to 50-60
year olds

Public transport
● Offer a public not private transport system with

extended and regular time tables so people can attend
activities etc.

● Give incentives to buses, bikes, scooters, pedestrians
● Affordable public transport
● Period of free public bus travel

Accessibility
● Create better transport facilities & access to rural

communities: affordable & frequent
● Prioritise accessibility for all

● Consideration for audio and visual accessible solutions
● Provide age friendly time that allows for elderly to

access High Street etc. with cars and parking spaces
● Factor in people with mobility factors
● Provide public transport time table that are accessible

for people with needs
● Legible & obvious signage for dips and slopes

(mobility)
● Accommodate the different age groups
● Less "obstacles": use spaces, colours, signage textures
● People who design, need to be design users

County Council / Communication
● County Council needs to be brave to take the step -
● Communication has improved but Council need to

know what’s happening on the ground
● Departments should communicate more with each

other and the public
● Offices need to communicate with communities,

communities need to communicate as well
● Listen and work for same goal inside of profits & own

motives & groups

Behaviour/Mindset
● Need to respect when parking
● Challenge the mindset
● Need to encourage people to collaborate
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● Training for those not comfortable or afraid of using
the bike

● Need a system of subsidised panniers & wet gear for
students, encourage bike to school scheme schools
and workplaces need to provide a space for wet gear to
dry

● To provide weather appropriate clothing covering for
""soft"" transport in poor weather conditions

Connectivity
● Whole system change, not isolated disconnected

routes - Make the connection, connection of transport

Wellbeing/Nature
● Solid baseline needed to assess air quality pre and

post-traffic on streets, an assessment needed to be
done on the car access needs on main street,
maintenance of paths, cycle and pedestrian.

● Well scattered parks within a (couple minutes of each
other.)

Other
● More electric cars
● Benches
● Shelters at public stops
● More youth involvement

● More walking routes with biodiversity
● Install more public facilities - toilets, (free) showers ->

this is very common in Australia & New Zealand, can
walk further distances etc.

● Stop prioritising cars - exception for those with
wheelchair access

● Engineers please note: not to provide crazy walking
path split into two levels as on High Street

● Modify county development plan to include the

outcome of this process as an objective
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Youth Workshop Results

Example Cities
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Example Cities

Edinburgh, Scotland: Good bus networks, pedestrianised
areas, cobbled streets. Nearly all transport was either
pedestrian or cycling.
Barcelona, Spain: A full street pedestrianised, no cars, full of
shops and markets
Killarney, Kerry, Ireland: Heavily pedestrianised in heart of
town, trees planted on high street
Majorca, Spain: Mainly a tourist/holiday destination. There
were cyclists and the cyclists had very very big paths to walk.
Tramore, Waterford, Ireland: The beach, fun fair, wide
footpaths, playground and loads of restaurants
Duchau near Munich, Germany: Extended trains system into
the county & use of bikes and public transport
Kenmare, Kerry, Ireland: Mainly pedestrian footpaths and
accessibility but big red flag is there is a lot of parking lots
Lisbon, Portugal: scooters, able to leave them anywhere and
always available
Denmark: Has loads of bike lanes for bikes, widened
footpaths
Malaga, Spain: Most people walk everywhere
Venice, Italy: Boat transport, uses boats instead of cars
Carlow, Ireland: Cycle lanes & pedestrianised
London, England: The underground
Istanbul, Turkey: Subway system, really quick and efficient

Lagos, Portugal
Paris, France
Seoul, Korea
Dingle, Kerry
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Ideal City
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Ideas

Accessibility
● More (more accessible e.g. wheelchair friendly)

facilities for everyone i.e. parks, lounge (open) areas
with benches and ramps with an incline

● Parade divots, not accessible for wheelchairs
● Kilkenny not good for wheelchairs
● Wider pathways, wheelchair friendly
● More accessibility for people with mobility issues, less

dangerous for people who may be visually impaired
● More ramps and on those ramps there can be little

handles for elderly, disabled and they can put braille on
the handles so blind people know where they are and
where they're going

Bus Service
● Good but a bit unreliable, irregular bus times, delays,

get stuck in traffic
● Need shelters, it's Ireland
● Need bus stops on or around the Ring Road. Third bus

line that only has stops on the Ring Road
● Don't have to come into the centre. Buses directly

outside schools
● Buses and connections to sports facilities:

Hurling/volleyball

● Bus routes - longer (have to rely on lifts)
● Carrickshock: only transport is school bus, Gowran,

limited bus service
● Bus from rural areas: work well but cars pull into stops

& cause delays, no bus priority
● Increase the bus routes from out of town to the city

centre to give older people and teenagers an easier
way into town

● Smaller buses to improve traffic flow
● Transport as big as buses have their own spaces to

pull into so that they don't hold up the following
vehicles behind them

● Have buses run every 15 minutes instead of every 30
during busy hours

● No one really uses the buses, mostly empty, but mostly
used by elderly who need to - if there is
pedestrianisation everywhere, where would the buses
go?

Bus Shelters
● More shelter on public seating e.g Dunnes benches
● Bus shelters at St Luke's Hospital for elderly, people

commuting to work & visitors

Schools
● City buses near schools don't leave at convenient times

for students that go to those schools
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● Make traffic lights outside Loreto, a pedestrian
crossing

● Loreto - school traffic and lorries
● Kierans - just busy at congestion times
● Pres - loads of bus traffics, evening study, no buses,

loads of cars

Rural
● So much of Kilkenny is rural issue
● Bus from rural areas: Paulstown to Waterford is easier

than Paulstown to KK
● Not enough train stations in Kilkenny - none in rural

areas
● Have more bus routes & access to buses all over the

county
● Focus on the countryside!
● The plan is inherently flawed if it focuses on the city

centre not considering the rural dilemma.

Connectivity & Permeability
● More facilities in smaller towns. Make connections

with smaller towns
● Dunmore - roads that all lead to one area
● Build around history (pennies in Waterford) ->

permeability

City Centre

● Pedestrianise main streets in Kilkenny so that is
encourages walking

● Improve all inner city areas

Ring Road
● Leave Ring Road as is
● Young people - get lift & walk anyway
● Hierarchy = Ring Road, only place for cars. City Centre,

pedestrians

Public transport
● Public Transport that links to smaller towns
● More frequent services to cater for those outside of

commuter times
● Better prices for public transport
● Make public transport free

Walking
● Make safer, to browse, spend time
● Make accommodating & accessible
● No steep hills/kerbs etc.
● Widen footpaths
● Like Waterford, easy to walk around, don't need car,

independent
● Issue with pinch points
● Cars up on kerbs *pedestrian priority at traffic lights - AI

to detect people
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● More direct walking paths
● More ramps and shortcuts to promote walking
● Wider walking lanes in city centre near shopping

centres
● Make the footpaths/one-way system more permanent
● Having more lights would make it more safer to walk

around in winter for everyone
● Over pedestrianisation will cause more problems

Cycling:
● No space for shared bikes & pedestrians but no room

for segregated paths either
● More continuous walking and cycle paths
● Nowhere to leave bikes. More bike parking, stands

outside shops
● Cycle lanes
● No connectivity. Need direct & consistent cycle paths
● Nowhere safe to cycle, still kind of on the road
● Flooded/slippy cycle lane
● Most cycle lanes but some with cars certain point of

the day
● More bike racks
● More electric bikes & e-bike facilities
● Have stations for rental bikes
● Too many hills for cycling in the countryside & too

many potholes

● I think there should be cycle lanes on every road, e.g on
country road, on roads that cars go up to 100 km etc.

Cars
● More 'car free' zones
● Less expensive taxi service - esp at night
● Wider cycling lanes and one way lanes for cars
● More parking at entrances like The Orchard,,

MacDonagh

Appearance
● More greenery
● More art
● More gardens made where there are empty or

abandoned lots or buildings
● More trees and greenery around the place to help with

carbon emissions and also can just be for a nice view
● Can't see around hedges

Medieval City
● Kilkenny is very protective of the medieval city,

resistance to change, esp for the idea of an
underground

● Modernising Kilkenny will take away attraction
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Vision of the Plan
_________________________________________
During a kick-off focus group on this plan,
key stakeholders brainstormed a potential
VISION for Kilkenny City’s Sustainable
Urban Mobility Plan. In order to give the
general public a say on this high level
vision, a summary of this brainstorming
activity was provided (see below) at the
public consultation and citizens were
asked to put forward any additional
suggestions. Citizens also had the
opportunity to write their own vision
statement if they wished.
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Quotes:

"Fully agree with this vision. - Let's make it happen & prioritise citizens' voices rather than business monopolisation."

“Local economy; who were the stakeholders? With all the planning: a.) Must have consideration of jobs, b.) Key objective to keep +
grow the local economy.”

“This is a city that services a lot of rural areas so how would the 10 minute community fit into that vision and influence people who
also use these services?”

“‘10 minute city’ extend this, the whole city is within 20 minutes."

“A little humility and respect is crucial for local knowledge. An understanding of people and (how they think of) their own area would
help a lot.”

“Maintaining of jobs in the city centre”

“Great quality of life in Kilkenny.”

“(The vision) feels a bit vague...make this useful with concrete ideas in place on map please, e.g. show schools as bike and walking
hubs. Improve quantity and equity of access within the urban and also rural environments.”

“Kilkenny City has been an age-friendly city since 2010; "age-friendly" needs to be reinforced in mission statements.”

“Encourage living in the centre to manage & create passive surveillance”

“Incentivizing  all the city centre building owners to convert 2nd/3rd floors to flats/homes.”

“Need for clean air, carbon reduction and biodiversity”
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Conclusion

Common themes from the public consultation and the youth
workshop.

School Travel
An increase in education in schools, youth involvement, and
the promotion of cycling & active travel in the media is needed
for a behavioural change toward more sustainable modes to
school as well as more regular & available public transport
services for schools in the city.

Rural Connections
A large percentage of Kilkenny residents live outside of the
city centre and therefore travel journeys made between the
centre and the outskirts need to be taken into consideration.

Placemaking/Greening
Youth representatives expressed desire for more facilities in
the centre such as markets, sheltered seating and green areas
along with more pedestrianised spaces that, however, need to
be accessibility friendly.

Accessibility (Walking & Wheeling)
Kilkenny currently isn’t viewed as accessible enough for those
with disabilities and the elderly which was raised as a
common concern that needs improving through universal
design principles on paths and cycle lanes.

Cycle Network
Many would like to see a complete cycle network in the city,
that does not end abruptly and is separated from pedestrians.
Additionally, to encourage more cycling, bike shelters, e-bike
rentals & bike parking stations were often suggested.

Public Transport
More regular, accessible, reliable & affordable bus services
were requested by participants as well as the introduction of
electric buses and the addition of bus shelters at bus stops.

City Centre (Traffic Management)
Suggestions for managing traffic congestion in the city centre
included speed limit reduction, park & ride services on the city
periphery with accompanying bus services and one way roads
for vehicles with contraflow cycling.

Parking
Opposing views on parking costs in the city centre were
shared with some expressing the need for costs to be
increased to reduce vehicles in the centre and others
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concerned for the impact high parking costs have on
residents, businesses and workers. Particular suggestions
included reduced rates & permits for workers & residents and
ride and ride services with free parking.

Severance (Greensbridge & Ring Road)

The Ring Road & the Greensbridge area are currently viewed
as a barrier to active travel. Suggestions include reducing the
speed limit, building a pedestrian & cyclist bridge

It is also important now to consider these main themes and
use the suggestions to find solutions for challenges that
consider, and are inclusive, especially of the following groups:

■ City Centre Residents
■ Rural Kilkenny Communities
■ People with Disabilities
■ Children and Young People
■ The Elderly
■ Workers
■ Employers & Businesses
■ New Communities (e.g. Ukrainian Community)
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Appendix

1. Flyer
2. Social media image
3. Eventbrite
4. Press release
5. Exhibition Boards
6. Youth worksheets
7. Public Consultation worksheets
8. Feedback Form
9. https://www.ncbi.ie/possibilitylab/resources/
10.Feedback on Sustainable Mobility PPN Plenary, 30th

November 2022.
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hH-2gYvv9t-y-51qSGWhRf7ZxQOsa00A/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/14FvT72Gjf0C1G0ixmENgAZDOoZpKReZJ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OZkJ9gDF5oqTtWQDLR1lgR8lmBcgO6rZ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WAkDtp1BY-sULzldVsArEsT8mhpXGv-f/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xEMXoR7VCvk0CknD4KVHeYbr-PLCwcL2/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HAAFkZbqw84t8Hqq2P94eq9J24vcr5Li/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1trjwKcgnSiB-eQiJ1ViouXkSf13J_wTb/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EE_nOgxhOkT8rkHoGwdM4pvPhApS64Zt/view?usp=share_link
https://www.ncbi.ie/possibilitylab/resources/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TbR299CEmMnVA0jKL_pdkx1A0vcdSDwJ/view?usp=share_link
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TbR299CEmMnVA0jKL_pdkx1A0vcdSDwJ/view?usp=share_link

